
7.2.1 Describe two best practices successfully implemented by the institution as per NAAC 
format provided in Manual

Title of the practice

National Project Exhibition(ANVESHANA)

Objective of the practice

 To improve the standards of the students in their project presentation

 To provide a platform, where students are exposed to different project domains.

 To provide opportunity for the students to demonstrate their learning experience.

Context

The Institute took initiative to give exposure to innovative projects created by students during the course. The 

institute organized the project exhibition in the name of “ANVESHANA” during 2022 . This motivated to 

invite the industry experts and showcasing them the student projects,To make students industry ready and help 

them to have a strong foundation for their future careers to showcase the research talents, Innovativeness, 

creativity of all final year students was full filled. The best was chosen by the judges and the respective prizes 

were awarded.

Practice -

All the students of 8th semester were the participants for the event. The part of the event was offline and 

participants presented their papers online. Every year it has become a practice to organize the Project exhibition 

for the students to get exposure to new projects. Few students have presented the paper in the conferences and 

include the certificates within their project reports. 

Evidence of success

 The students were able to demonstrate their projects and their presentation skills.

 Apart from the exhibition, the students are encouraged to present the paper in a national conferences.

 Students were able to showcase their work and the process boosted their confidence level to face the 

challenges.

Problems encountered and Resources required

The part of the event took place in the online mode,so the network issues faced by the students restricted the 

quality of their presentation. As a resource, if the event is conducted offline, it would encounter all the problems 

we faced during this time.



Best Practices II

Title of the practice

EDUCATION BEYOND THE CLASSROOMS

Objective of the practice

 To increase the students engagement beyond the campus.

 To achieve education beyond the classroom.

 To enhance the educational experience by indulging in innovative and interesting new approaches.

 To improve students performance and effectively apply the knowledge. 

Context 

Education beyond the campus at our institution includes all those things which are deliberately intended to 

enhance the educational experience. 

Practice

 Education beyond the classroom is achieved through course website development related to academic.Students 

were encouraged to take up professional certification programs like NPTEL,Spring Board etc.Many students 

have taken internship in companies which certainly fill the gap between academic and industry. 

Evidence of success – 

Student performance is increased academically as well as increase in the number of  placements.There is a 

growth in the number of students who have received certification courses.

Problems encountered and Resources required

Collaborating with industry for the internships and motivating students to take up the certification courses. 

Training the staff to execute this type of teaching model.

 


